
Information is only valuable when your �akeholders can leverage it

When you inve� in data sy�ems and solutions to enable your 
employees to make data-driven decisions, you want to ensure 
that these solutions are being used.

High levels of user adoption are impo�ant to achieving       
maximum return on your Power BI and analytics inve�ment, 
however, measuring user adoption can seem like a daunting 
task. O�en, organisations shy away from this task altogether. 

Karabina’s Power BI User Adoption Accelerator helps to 
overcome this ob�acle
Our business intelligence on Power BI approach enables a data-driven culture across your organisation 
and results in a higher return on inve�ment to prove the value of your Power BI spend.

About Altron Karabina’s Power BI User Adoption Accelerator
Our Accelerator helps organisations to:
•    Better under�and the pe�ormance of repo�s
•    Under�and which users are accessing the repo�s
•    Under�and what data is being accessed
•    Identify which repo�s are not in use
•    Identify which repo�s are mo� used and mo� relevant to the business

This approach shows that business intelligence can be a proactive tool, rather than a hi�orical record of pa�         
pe�ormance.

The user adoption repo�s provide insight on how to engage all users by providing them with the tools they 
need, to meet their specific information requirements.
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Why organisations need Power BI user adoption repo�s

•    Provide users with the tools they need to make more informed business decisions.
•    Suppo� user growth and ensure optimum pe�ormance at all times, creating a BI pla�orm that                   
     can handle a large number of users, a large amount of data, and a large volume of queries.
•    Provide �andardised pre-packaged content.
•    Provide accurate data. User adoption puts the spotlight on data quality. If users que�ion the accuracy and       
     consi�ency of the data being delivered to them, they will abandon your solution and find other ways to get  
     the information they want. 
•    User behaviour can be better managed and guided if it can be monitored.

Altron Karabina is a 17-year-old business focused on delivering quality data management and analytics 
solutions to solve your business problems. We’re specialised in Microso� solutions and are 13 times Microso� 
Data Analytics Pa�ner of the Year Award winners. 
We adapt quickly to your requirements and have developed our own agile approach to prove quick time-to-
value for our cu�omers, thereby allowing them to make quicker and more accurate data-driven decisions. 
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Outcomes

Improve access to data Improve Power BI users 
and decision makers’ 
perception of value

Reduce Power BI 
co�s and better 

manage resources

Why Altron Karabina?

Use data to improve 
operating e�iciency

Azure data centres are coming to South Africa
Altron Karabina leverages the Azure cloud pla�orm and moving from international data centres to local Azure 
data centres has many benefits - Meet local residency and compliance laws, improve data connection latency, 
and more.


